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$750,000 Cal Poly asbestos 
removal plan to continue
By Monica Ortia
staff Writer
Cal Poly has invested nearly 
$750,000 in the removal or repair 
of asbestos insulation as required 
by Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) regulations.
“ The regulation says that 
asbestos that is in locations 
where it could be impacted by 
people or disturbed in any way 
has to be secured so that it 
doesn’t present a hazard to the 
environment.’* said Douglas 
Gerard, executive dean of facili­
ties administration.
“ We actually started the 
removals about four or five years 
ago,’’ said Robert Polio, manager 
of engineering services. “ It’s a 
pain because it (the removal) can 
turn a 15-minute leaky pipe job 
into a five hour job that has to 
wait until after hours.’’
Asbestos is an inert, fireproof 
mineral that works as an in­
sulator. When sprayed on. the 
asbestos appears as a spongy
layer about a half-inch thick. 
This serves as an acoustic con­
trol as well as an insulator.
The danger comes when the 
asbestos is d isturbed  and 
becomes friable, or easily 
crumbled by hand pressure. This 
will cause the asbestos fibers to 
break free and linger in the air. 
In some cases, asbestos was fall­
ing off walls and ceilings in 
sheets.
Gerard said that all the build­
ings on campus built between 
1950 and 1978 have some form of 
asbestos in the insulation.
Both Gerard and Polio said 
that asbestos has already been 
removed or secured in the Or­
namental Horticulture unit, the 
Farm Shop, some rooms in 
Engineering West, the South 
Mountain residence halls, and 
most recently the Vista Grande 
dining hall.
EPA studies have shown that 
exposure to the asbestos fiber for 
any length of time tends to cause
lung cancer. Since it is an inert 
mineral, asbestos fibers enter 
and irritate the lung when inhal­
ed. The fiber does not dissolve 
and eventually causes a cancer­
ous growth.
“ We have employees that don’t 
like working with it — they’d 
rather not have anything to do 
with it,’’ said Polio. “ That’s a 
struggle we’ve been having.’’
“ We only involve our own uni­
versity employees when it’s a 
very, very small project,’’ said 
Gerard, ” ... (such as) a section of 
pipe a foot or so long or when 
they have to get at something on 
an emergency basis.’’
Science Journal published a 
study, however, that said that 
low exposure levels to asbestos 
fibers pose relatively fewer 
health risks than if it is un­
necessarily removed. The study 
said that this unnecessary 
removal only creates a risk for 
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Escape Route, Gulliver’s 
Travel offer a myriad o f  
options for spring break
By Shsnnt Phillips 
staff Writar
It’s dead week — time to 
finish last minute projects, 
prepare for finals and plan for 
spring break.
If plans are still uncertain, 
Gulliver’s Travel and the 
Escape Route in the Universi­
ty Union may suggest some 
ideas.
For those interested in get­
ting out of the country for a 
week, popular spots for Cal Po­
ly students include the Mex­
ican municipalities of Rosarita 
Beach, Puerta Vallarta and 
Mazatlan.
Monika Parker, travel agent 
at Gulliver’s, said trips to 
Hawaii, Lake Havasu and 
Phoenix, Az. have aiso been 
requested.
Airfare to Mexico and 
Florida are in the $300 to $400
range, said Parker. “ At this 
late in the game, prices may be 
closer to $400.’’
The Escape Route has four 
openings for the Havasu Can­
yon trip, according to Mike 
Jollif, a volunteer and trip 
coordinator at Escape Route.
The Havasu Canyon tour 
begins March 24 and ends 
April 1. The $140 fee includes 
food, gas and transportation. 
Students are encouraged to br­
ing money for emergencies.
If a shorter vacation in 
C a lifo rn ia  is p referred , 
backpacking in the Marin 
Headlands could be an option. 
The trip near San Francisco 
runs March 25 to March 31. 
The cost is $22, but money for 
extras is necessary.
A Monterey Bike Trek will 
Sec TRAVEL, page 6
Students feel more 
on-campus housing is 
an undesirable option
Rules, rent would 
be too restricting, 
hard to monitor
L ast o f th ree  parts
By Marianne Biasotti
Staff Wrttar
Stacy Montgomery arrived in 
San Luis Obispo just before fall 
quarter began, and like many 
students she spent a few days 
looking for a place to live. Al­
though it was more than she 
wanted to spend, she settled for 
a shared room in a townhouse for 
$250 per month.
Now she lives in a house with 
her own room and bathroom and 
pays $15 less than before, and 
said she will never go back to liv­
ing in an apartment. The benefits 
of living in a house — the low 
rent, the proximity to downtown 
and the quiet neighborhood — 
could never be accommodated by 
the on-campus apartments pro­
posed by the city, she said.
Montgomery, a biology junior, 
said she thought the $3(X) per 
person rent projected by the 
university to share a room in 
on-campus apartments was too
expensive, and that living on 
campus would be too confining. 
Although the location would be 
ideal, campus restrictions on 
alcohol and noise would outweigh 
the benefits.
“ It’s too restrictive,” Mon­
tgomery said. “ The first time liv­
ing away from home you would 
still have someone telling you 
what to do.”
Michael Hoxie, an agricultural 
management freshman, agreed 
that a house is the most attrac­
tive place to live. He will pro­
bably move into an apartment 
after living in the dorms this 
year, he said, because he only 
wants a few roommates and a 
house is too expensive unless a 
lot of people want to live there.
“ Everyone wants to live in a 
house because that is what most 
people grew up in,” Hoxie said.
Doug Gerard, executive dean 
of facilities administration, 
agrees that this is the case. 
Because of the more difficult 
See HOUSING, page 3
Give a hoot, 
don't pollute
Columnist Joyce Stark 
reminds students that 
their attitudes and 
actions affect the 
environment.
It's deja vu all 
over again...
How would you like to be 
Elizabeth Taylor...but only 
in name? Find out how 
she and other students 
cope with famous names.
In
INSIGHT...
Reporter Adrian 
Hodgson looks at the 
relationship between 
academics, athletics 
and economics.
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Help improve world’s condition
By Joyce Stark
Letters to the Editor
Students respond to column on rape
Editor — Kudos to Patty Mena 
on a well-written commentary 
( “ A v o id ing  rap e  is n ’ t a 
challenge,” March 12). Far loo 
often we let ourselves get lulled 
by the SLOlife.
Shock and surprise are things 
an attacker has to his advantage, 
so by putting yourself in a posi­
tion (hat maybe won’t allow that
to happen in the first place (an 
escort or the buddy system), at­
tackers would be discouraged.
We could all use Mena’s ex­
ample and learn from it. Thanks 
a million for a refreshing eye-
opener
Kay Radzik
Architecture
Editor — I, too, lulled by the 
peace and serenity of SLO life, 
was almost a victim. I was walk­
ing home from work down Broad 
Street last December on an 
unusually warm afternoon — not 
some dark alley at 4 a.m. A 
blond, nice-looking man in a 
Mazda asked if 1 wanted a ride.
My immediate response was, 
“ No thanks.” But he offered 
again, reminding me how hot it 
was and that we were going in
the same direction. He looked 
like the “ boy next door.” I took a 
step toward the car; then I saw 
he had been masturbating. I 
jumped back and he drove away.
Please remember a rapist 
doesn’t wear a name tag telling 
you his intentions. He could be 
wearing anything, doing any­
thing, at any time of the day.
Fraakic Houck
Biochemistry
You make a big difference in the way you think 
about the environment. Whether you appreciate it 
or not will be manifested, and every one of us is 
important in that manifestation.
The definition of ecology is “ the totality or pat­
tern of relations between organisms and their en­
vironment.” Environment means the complex fac­
tors that act upon an organism or an ecological 
community and ultimately determines its form and 
survival. It is clear the very basic concepts of 
ecology and environment involve participation. All 
of us have our environment in common; how we are 
to share it seems to be the crucial question.
We, in the United States, are known as the 
“ throw-away society.”  We conveniently have 
disposables of every imaginable type available to 
us. In our society it isn’t easy to be environmental­
ly conscientious.
Many have the attitude that was prevalent in 
colonial days: that our resources are inexhaustible. 
The stacks of plastic foam cups and trays visible 
daily on this campus gives that impression.
Our day-to-day actions and attitudes are impor­
tant. For instance, the attitude that something can 
be thrown away and forgotten is erroneous. Even 
though there are trash cans installed about every 
10 feet in the University Union for everyone’s 
convenience, and it is hauled away each day, the 
trash still has to go somewhere. And remember the 
Law of Conservation of Matter: “ Matter is neither 
created nor destroyed, but only transformed from 
one form to another.”
As for actions, necessary changes are fairly sim­
ple. One important step is to educate yourself on 
the subject. Natural Resources Management 101 is 
an excellent place to start. I challenge each student
to go beyond taking classes required for gradua­
tion: include a course designed to solicit help in 
achieving "a better tomorrow.”
The following actions, if done collectively, can 
also help make our world a better place:
• At the Cal Poly library, don’t use electric doors 
or the elevator if you absolutely don’t need to. 
Most students are perfectly capable of climbing 
stairs and opening the non-electric door.
• Join the Campus Coffee Club; buy a reusable 
mug instead of the plastic foam cups. If you do use 
a plastic foam cup, try taking it home, washing it 
and reusing it. It will last a long time; the landfills 
are demonstrating this.
• Instead of ice cream in a plastic foam cup, use a 
more biodegradable product — a cone.
• In the bathroom use: electric razors instead of 
plastic disposables, brush-on shaving soap instead 
of shaving cream in cans, bar soap instead of liquid 
soap in bottles, deodorant in a stick form instead 
of in spray cans and squeeze toothpaste tubes in­
stead of pump plastic dispensers.
Other ideas include joining ECO-SLO or the Cal 
Poly Recycling Coalition. Also, plan on par­
ticipating in the 20th anniversary celebration of 
Earth Day. There will be events occurring all over 
this county the week of April 16-22.
Our world is getting smaller, and it is encourag­
ing that people all over the world care about our 
shared environment. The list of things each of us 
can do to create a better environment is limited 
only by our creativity. Each of us can actively do 
something to ensure a better tomorrow. This 
planet is being ruined by our ignorance and 
apathy.
Joyce Stark is a NRM senior.
Students on the Soapbox
Under what conditions would you consider moving back on campus?
n -----------------  [ S B P i i v i  ----------1"---------1 r “ ----------------
“ I guess I would if rent got 
too high outside. I liked the 
year I spent on campus, but 
I wouldn’t do it again.”
“ 1 never would because I’m 
married and there isn’t any
married-student housing on 
campus.
“ I would move back on 
campus if community hous­
ing became too expensive.”
Joha Schaiid
Architecture senior
Barbara Oliver
Business Admin, senior
Cbarmay Wilson
Nutritional Science senior
“ The only way I would 
move back is if | could 
choose my own roommate or 
if I could have my own room 
and if they changed 
meals.”
Mike Bula
I.T. senior
“ Nothing could ever make 
me move back — except if 
Mel Gibson was the R A.”
the
Siobhan Collopy
Liberal Studies senior
Û
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Double takes...
Six Cal Poly students relate to 
their celebrity sound- alike names
By Shanna Phillips
staff Writer
It sounds like a scene from
Robin Leach’s “ Lifestyles of the 
Rich and Famous.’’
Some of their names are seen in 
newspaper tabloids, some on ce­
real boxes, album covers and
even in NBA slam dunk com­
petitions. These famous people 
all have one thing in common — 
they’re Cal Poly students.
•Michael Jordan doesn’t eat
his Wheaties every morning; he’s 
too busy studying biology. The 
senior is 6 feet and plays intra­
mural basketball at Cal Poly.
“ A lot of people know me on 
the courts because of my name,’’ 
said Jordan. “ They like to give 
me hack.’’
Jordan has played basketball 
since he was six years old. His 
favorite team isn’t the Bulls, 
though, it’s the Lakers.
•Michael Douglass isn’t a 
subscriber to the Wall Street 
Journal or in the middle of a 
divorce battle — he’s an ar­
chitecture senior.
“ I’m really not a celebrity,’’ 
said Douglass. “ Really.’’
Douglass’ parents did not 
name him after the talk-show 
host or the movie actor of “ Wall 
Street’’ and “ The War of the 
Roses’’ fame.
“ People just give me funny looks 
when they hear my name,’’ he 
said.
•Gary Cooper graduates with 
an industrial engineering degree 
this quarter. Cooper will work at 
Northern Telecom following 
graduation.
One drawback to having his 
name is that professors always 
tease him. “ 1 have a habit of say­
ing yup just like Gary Cooper 
did, and teachers make fun of 
me,’’ he said.
Cooper grew up near a golf 
course and used to play in the 
sand traps. When golfers ap 
Sec NAMESAKES, page 7
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Students wHh famous names Include (clockwise, from top left), Michael 
Jordan, Michael Douglass, Gary Cooper, Chuck Berry, Steve Martin and 
Elizabeth Taylor.
HOUSING
From page 1
admissions policies, he explained, 
the university accepts students 
With the highest G PA ’s. 
Statistics show these students 
tend to come from upper mid­
dle-class backgrounds, which 
means they probably grew up in 
houses, Gerard said.
“ Even though we try not to 
become an elitist institution, to 
some degree it is happening,’’ 
Gerard said. “ People want to live 
in the environment they grew up 
in.
Hoxie said more on-campus 
housing is a great idea, but it 
would not work because of the 
limitations involved.
“ (The university’s ban on) 
alcohol is undoubtedly the 
number one problem,’’ Hoxie 
said. “ It’s definitely a problem in 
the dorms.’’
Although on-campus housing 
would be convenient and close, 
he explained, the consumption of 
alcohol would be very hard to 
manage in the apartments.
Patricia McGhee, an English • 
senior, has run the gamut of 
housing. She has lived in the 
dorms, an apartment, and three 
houses, and said she will never 
go back to apartment-style liv­
ing.
Houses, she said, offer privacy, 
independence, and a control of 
the environment, and there are 
no people living above or below.
McGhee said she resents the
city’s attitude toward students 
living in the community.
“ The City Council in this town 
has a habit of treating the stu­
dents in less than a just way,’’ 
McGhee said. “ Saying that we’re 
draining the resources (housing 
and water) of San Luis Obispo is 
ludicrous. We are citizens of this 
town ... most live here for five or 
six years. We certainly pay for 
the right to live here.’’
McGhee said she has lived in 
neighborhoods where she and her 
roommates were the only stu­
dents, and there were never any 
problems. But she can see how 
problem s arise , she said, 
especially with students parking 
in front of neighbor’s homes.
Even if more housing was built 
and more students were living on 
campus, she said, the majority of 
students still would be living in 
the community.
“ You’re still going to have the 
p rob lem  o f in c o m p a tib le  
lifestyles,’’ McGhee said. “ You 
have to put up with different 
lifestyles when you’re living in a 
college town — that’s just the 
way it is.’’
McGhee said if student hous­
ing could be condensed off cam­
pus to lessen the student impact 
in residential neighborhoods, 
there is a danger of it becoming 
another Isla Vista — the student 
ghetto outside the University of 
California at Santa Barbara.
ASl P re s id e n t R ica rd o
Echeverría said the underlying 
factor of the housing conflict is 
that the City Council has to 
realize students are an integral 
part of the community.
’’Students are not visitors here 
... they are not just outsiders 
coming in and using the 
resources,’’ said Echeverria.
Montgomery thinks the con­
flict between the city and uni­
versity competing for limited 
land and water resources will not 
easily go away.
“ They (the university) will 
have to deal with negative rela­
tions with the city or give up 
some of that valuable land,’’ said 
Montgomery.
Terry Alberstein, an agricul­
tural management senior, thinks 
the possibility of more on-cam­
pus housing in the next 10 years 
is nearly impossible. Students 
will not live under the no-alcohol 
policy, he said, and land will not 
be made available.
“ I’m an ag major ... I’ve had 
many labs out there, and I don’t 
want to see that land changed,’’ 
Alberstein said. “ I am optimistic 
that something could be worked 
out between the city, county and 
state to purchase property not 
part of grounds.’’
“ You can’t force people to live 
on campus — students are 
grown-up,’’ said Echeverria. “ If 
they want to live in the com­
munity and are competing for 
housing, that’s the way it goes.’’
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t’s like getting paid 
to go to school
Backpacks and frisbees abound. 
Challenge is in the air. Heated debates 
erupt from passionate beliefs.
Surprise! It s Microsoft. The premier 
software corporation in the world has more 
the feel o f a college than a multinational 
corporation. Intellectual energy. Eclectic 
decor and dress. All on a modern, wooded 
campus in the Eastern hills above Seattle.
Microsoft is better than college, how­
ever. You get your own room —  a private 
office with a door. You have access to the 
latent microcomputer technology, as well as 
the brains that helped create it.
So now you don’t have to give up the 
fiin and excitement of college in order to 
make it in the “real world’’. All you have 
to do is join Microsoft.
Software Design 
Engineer
As a Software Design Engineer, 
you will design, develop, and implement 
applications and systems software for 
microcomputers. Your projects can include 
workgroup applications, sophisticated gra­
phical interfaces, operating systems, tools, 
powerful personal and business applica­
tions, and multimedia.
Program Manager
Actually, “Technical Catalyst’’ would be 
more accurate. Because we believe engineers 
are the best people to envision and design 
product features. To create the user and pro­
grammer interfeces. To write the specs, and 
drive them through to release.
If you’d like to impact the agenda for the 
future of Microsoft products, bring your im­
pressive technical skills and unique ability to 
make things happen to Microsoft.
Ready for some 
real fun.^
If you are about to graduate with a 
Bachelor’s, Master’s or PhD degree in 
Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, 
Math, Physics, or related technical degree, 
then we want to talk to you. Tell us about 
your microcomputer programming experi­
ence, design skills, and/or exposure to 
managing projects.
Please send your resume to: 
MICROSOFT CORPORATION, Dept. 
CWSDE-CPSLO, One Microsoft Way, 
Redmond, WA 98052-6399.
M laosaft
We are in eqxjal opponunity employer.
D Insight
v$. Academics vs. Economics
Cal Poly's athletic department 
searches for a balance
By Adrian Hodgson
II work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. 
And it doesn’t make Jill happy either.
For many Cal Poly students, some form of 
exercise is essential to the way they spend 
their free time. Whether it is running, lifting 
weights or doing aerobics, thousands of stu­
dents put their schoolwork aside for a small 
while each day to get a workout.
But Cal Poly also has a group of more dedicated 
athletes. The devoted ones. The ones who commit as 
much or perhaps more time to their respective sports 
than the average Jack or Jill. The intercollegiate 
athletes who compete at the NCAA level. Division I or 
II.
Some people are guided by the impression that 
athletes are dumb jocks who get kick-backs and breaks 
in admission and in classes. But the harsh reality is 
that the road to Cal Poly is not rosy. And neither is the 
road through and out of the school.
According to Admissions Evaluator Barbara Mar­
tinez, athletes get no perks in admissions.
“ It’s pretty tough to get into Cal Poly and they (the 
athletes) have to meet the California State University 
eligibility requirements,’’ Martinez said. She added 
that in general, admissions standards are tougher 
because so many majors at the university are im­
pacted.
“ A lot of people have misconceptions (about athletes 
getting unfair advantages),’’ said Cornell Williams, a 
four-year starter at fullback and tailback for Cal Poly’s 
football team. “ We do get some privileges, but not as 
many as a lot of other schools. We get priority 
registration (in the same category with new students), 
but that’s so we can schedule around practice.’’
In order to be eligible to enter a CSU, a student must 
have' at least a 2.0 Grade Point Average in high school 
and meet an index which takes into account GPA and 
SAT or ACT scores.
The athletic department, however, has a 2 percent 
exception that allows an athlete to be accepted to the
Adrian Hodgson is a senior sports reporter. This is his 
second quarter writing for  Mustang Daily.
university with less than the CSU requirements. 
Assistant Athletic Director Marilyn McNeil says al­
though the exception rule can be used to admit an 
athlete who is academically below CSU standards, it is 
sometimes used to admit an out-of-state athlete. Out- 
of-state admissions requirements are tougher than 
those for California residents.
“ The athletic department is mostly concerned with 
athletes having some success when they’re in the 
classroom with very brilliant students with high SAT 
scores and good high school GPAs,” McNeil said. “ The 
coaches realize they’re better off recruiting an athlete 
who has a chance to succeed. One of the beaming lights 
of this (the Athletic) department right now is that, yes, 
they (coaches) are recruiting athletes who are academ­
ically capable.”
A recent article in CV, The College Magazine, said 
athletes are less likely than other students to major in 
tough subjects, such as computer science and engineer­
ing. Williams, an industrial technology senior, was 
looking at an engineering career before he left high 
school. “ I went to a technical high school, Channel 
Islands High School, in Oxnard,” Williams said. “ It 
geared towards technical subjects and I was involved 
in an engineering program as a senior. When I came 
here, I realized I had an opportunity to get a good 
degree, get hands-on experience and play (foot)ball.”
Wolfgang Gartner, Cal Poly’s* men’s soccer coach, 
has had the same in-class success with his players over 
the last few years. Gartner sard only one player he has 
coached in the last five years has dropped out of school.
In gaining entrance to the university, McNeil said 
the ultimate right of refusal rests with the deans of the 
different schools at Cal Poly, not the athletic depart­
ment. But Athletic Director Kendrick Walker spends a 
lot of time reviewing athlete’s applications, McNeil 
said. “ Walker is very careful,” she said. “ He takes a 
long time (deciding on athletes). Coaches mostly com­
plain that he takes too long.”
And if a student’s SAT score is more than 200 points 
below the average for the individual school to which he 
or she has applied, McNeil said he or she comes under 
very special scrutiny. For example, a typical SAT
average for incoming business majors is about 1200. 
Any athlete Walker or McNeil reviews who wants to 
major in business and who scores below 1000 on the 
SAT is closely watched. “ It’s in the best interest of the 
coaches if they go to all the trouble to recruit an 
athlete,” McNeil said. “ They (the coaches) want them 
(the athletes) around for more than one season.”
Williams said when he got to Cal Poly more than four 
years ago, his first interest was getting an education 
and a degree. But he said his focus quickly changed to 
that of playing football, and his grades suffered. 
Williams went on Academic Probation after his first 
quarter. That was when the athletic department told 
him to get his act together. “ I got a lot of help and en­
couragement from Dr. Walker,” Williams said. “ The 
(I.T.) department told me one thing, but Walker gave 
me a few more options. Basically he said, ’If you don’t 
straighten yourself up, they (the university) are going 
to throw you out.”
Gartner said he is lucky because recruiting is easy for 
him. “ I think we (attract) top-notch athletes because 
Cal Poly has become a highly reputable academic in­
stitution,” he said. “ That makes me recruit on the ac­
ademic side. 1 have a huge advantage over most other 
schools (to recruit) a good soccer player because people 
love to come here.”
McNeil said coaches try to get athletes to apply 
within the deadlines with non-athletes who are trying 
to get into Poly, and there is success to a degree. “ But 
the requirements to get into Poly are tough,” she said, 
“ so if you’re a great athlete, you haven’t necessarily 
taken all the honors courses.”
McNeil gave a shocking example of how hard getting 
into Cal Poly can be for an athlete. “ The women’s track 
(and cross country) coach (Lance Harter) was just here 
with a girl who had around a 12(X) SAT and a 4.3 high 
school GPA. She had been accepted to UCLA and 
Stanford, was a top runner in California, but had been 
rejected by Cal Poly.”
Harter said the runner McNeil spoke of is an 
outstanding runner, probably one of the top three high 
school runners in the country. She had been turned
See INSIGHT, page 9
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run from Saturday, March 24 to 
Wednesday, March 28. Cyclists 
will take a train from San Luis 
Obispo to Monterey because of
the headwinds and cycle back to 
San Luis. The cost is $35 to $40 
including the train ticket. Those 
interested need to buy their own 
food.
Sign-ups for Escape Route 
outings end this Friday. Some 
trips will require meetings prior 
to the event to work out 
logistics.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
------------- JULIAN A. MCPHEE UNIVERSITY UNION
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
--------------- SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 93407
---------------- TEL: 805/756-1291 FAX: 805/756-5802
Tired of the same old thing....
Looking for some action...., adventure...... , invovlement....
ASI ELECTIONS
x jL1 \ £ ^  JE sS lrE A jE L  «
The positions of:
ASI President, ASI Chairman of the Board, 
and ASI Board of Directors are all up for election next quarter.
However, to become involved in the election process, students must file no later than this
Friday, March 16.
Applications can be picked up at the Student Life and Activities Center, UU 217. (756-2476)
Second Edition offers a publishing service to Cal Poly 
professors. Instructors are able to bring in prepared 
class material, have it copied and bound, and made 
available to students through Second Edition. This 
service is at no cost to the instructor and offered at the 
lowest prices in town for the students. We will formally 
be receiving orders for Spring quarter beginning 
Monday, March 12. If you have any questions, please 
feel free to call us at 756-2848. Thank you for your 
support. ^  ^
E V>
T A X  I
Pizza* Calzone «Salads
-DELIVERS-
545-TA XI
COUPON -COUPON -COUPON
ANY IN EL CORRAL
Clarion
PRODUCT
E K o n o J ^ B o o b t o i e
FROM 3/10/00 TO 3 /30 /00
AVILl
BEACH
REALIAl\t OHItlHHUt
MURRAY STREET 
STATION
82 UNIT COMPLEX JUST 
MINUTES TO CAL POLY 
FEATURING:
•Both Furnished and 
Unfurnished 1 and 2 
Bedroom Townhouses and 
Flats
•Garden Setting 
•Swimming Pool
• Laundry Facilities 
HRS M-F 9-12, 1 -4:30; SAT 9-12
MURRAY ST. STATIOM 
1262 Murray Ave.
San Luis Obispo, Ca.
, 541-3856 ,
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Rabbi fears resurgence of Nazism 
if two Germanies are reunified
NAMESAKES
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The 
West should insist that German 
reunification include a “ blueprint 
for the  m em ory o f the 
Holocaust,” a Simon Wiesenthal 
Center official said Tuesday after 
corresponding with leaders of 
both Germanies.
“ We should ask, ‘What will 
you do to institutionalize the 
memory of the Holocaust?’ Not a 
single Western leader, not even 
President Bush, has brought 
that up to the Germans,” said 
Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean of the 
Holocaust studies center.
“ The victims of Nazi Germany 
have a right to ask.”
Hier wrote Prime Minister
Hans Modrow of East Germany 
and Chancellor Helmut Kohl of 
West Germany to ask how they 
would preserve the memory of 
Nazi crimes as a warning to 
future generations.
Modrow agreed that Hier’s 
concerns were justified, saying 
there is some basis for fears 
about a resurgence of national­
ism, racism and anti-Semitism in 
East Germany as the countries 
move toward reunification.
The right-wing Republican 
Party in West Germany, led by 
former Waffen SS soldier Franz 
«Jf'tioenhuber, “ is trying to gain a 
foothold here,” Modrow said in a 
letter signed by his advisor Karl 
Heinz Arnold.
But Kohl dismissed the rabbi’s 
fears as unjustified, saying in a 
Feb. 28 letter that West Ger­
mans had been “ informed 
without any taboos of the causes 
and consequences of the National 
Socialist tyranny.”
“ It has probably also escaped 
your notice that in our Penal 
Code precisely these ‘crimes of 
hatred’ whose combating you 
recommend to me are punishable 
with fines or prison sentences,” 
Kohl wrote.
“ To my mind, there is no d ubt 
that these provisions will also 
apply in a united Germany,” the 
chancellor continued. “This cer­
tainly does not require any 
special demand.”
From page 3
proached the hole, they would 
ask Cooper his name.
“ Everytime I told them my 
name, they just laughed,” he 
said. “ It bugged me when I was 
younger, but it has its advan­
tages now.”
Cooper says his name is a good 
icebreaker during interviews and 
helps spark conversation when 
meeting new people.
•Chuck Berry doesn’t know 
how to play the guitar, but he 
has a way with words. The 
English sophomore likes the 
sounds of the musician Chuck 
Berry because he’s different.
“ My teachers always ask if I 
can play the guitar for the class,” 
he said.
•Steve Martin gets funny 
looks when people first hear his 
nam e, but the  b u sin ess  
m anagem ent ju n io r  i s n ’t
bothered by it.
“ People ask me if I’ve heard 
any good jokes lately,” he said.
•E lizabeth  T ay lo r, hasn ’t 
manufactured her own fragrance 
line yet. The name Elizabeth was 
a favorite of her mother’s before 
she fell in love with a guy named 
Taylor.
Like the rest of Cal Poly’s 
celebrities, Taylor also gets a lot 
of stares the first day of classes.
Probably one of the most 
m em orable experiences the 
graphic communications sopho­
more had with her name was 
when she visited a friend’s 
church.
“ During the sermon, the 
pastor asked everyone to shake 
hands and introduce themselves 
to their neighbors,” said Taylor. 
“ The woman in front of me turn­
ed around and said, ‘Hi, my 
name is Helen Keller.’ ”
College Book Company Presents
TEXTBOOK BU Y BACK
AT TWO LOCATIONS
In front of El Corral Bookstore 
March 19-23, 8:00 am-4:00pm
On the lawn near Engr. West 
March 19-23, 8:30am-3:30pm
DURING FINALS
EIGDTral
Bookstore
up to 50% off publisher's price^
Overstock • Slightly worn • Old editions
SAVE MONEY 
all this week!
SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATE B............................$30/pr
BAUSCH & LOMB "0"
SOFTMATE E.W....................... $30/pr
BAUSCH & LOMB "U".........$43/pr
CIBA SOFTCOLORS.......... $ 63/pr
DURASOFT OPAQUES....... $128/pr
VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE ,
Please call 349-3409 • W. Main St.. Santa Maria
B A N T H O N Y ^ tC O M  p.a jm y
# I  •  I  k I  • %
I  ~  I  M n ~ i  I m  I I T  I I ■ >■
Custom
Icu’ctni
Students, Students, Students j
[jOOKSiDre
W  W I M
Contemporary A ^ r e l  
at Extraordinary Frices! 
•10-*40
588 California/Taft 
San Luis Obispo
541-8841
Compare us with ALL others! 
We'll give you a PRIVATE ROOM 
Plus 2 MEALS/DAY 
ALL major utilities PAID.
Plus much more than this ad 
will hold, for under
$500.00/month
I
Check Us Out!
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M K i K R A S I  - S l . O  544 X'JKX
1050 Foothill Blvd. 544-4540 ♦
Budget
SPRING
BREAK
SPECIAL
7 DAYS
for $115.99*
with thi» ad
FtontMtiy Car Rate I O.AO PR EE Miles Rate 
ChhkI Through 4-15-110. L ixal Rental Re­
quirements Apply, Special Rates on all other 
Cars Also Available Reservation Recom­
mended.
541'3977
Budget Rent-a-Car 
Embassy Suites Hotel 
333 Madonna Road 
San Luis Obispo
•Budget
S O f l t U sMarch 17*
^PARTY ’90 ^
Party st^ts at 6  am & 
goes until the wee hours
First 96 people get free St. Patty's D ay tees
& free Breakfast
96<! green Schnapps 
96< green Beers
til 6  pm
Come help 
us paint
San Luis 
green!
990 Industrial Way • S.L.O. Ca. 541-0969
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LEATHER AS LOW AS each
y t
TEST MARKET TEST MARKET TEST MARKET TEST MARKET TEST
$ Q  00
WHEN YOU BOY TWO
BELT BAG
a
That's right! This fabulous belt bag is yours for the unbelieveable price of only $9.00 each when you buy  
K  two Single price is $9.99 plus P&H. This black leather belt bag is full size with three comparimcnts. You 
^  must act within 7 days and quantities are limited, so hurry and ORDER TODAY.
QC LEATHER BELT BAG OFFER
S MAIL TO: C & Y Company • 9443 Jornada Lane. Suite 4 • Atascadero. Ca 93422PLEASE RUSH MY ORDER AS INDICATED CHECK ONE: □  STYLE A □  STYLES
¡2BTwo Belt Begs for $ 18.00+$ 1.17+52.50 P & H (For • Toul of $21.67 Enclosed)One Belt Bag for $9.99+$.65+$2.50 P&H (For a Toul of $13.14 Enclosed)
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: C & Y COMPANY OR CHARGE TO: (Enter all 13 or 16 numbers) 
□  visa □  m a sterca rd  ca rd# --------------------------------- EXP. DATE Mo--------
S!
-Yr.
OC
Sports
P in n ed . ..
MIKE McMILLANfSpMlal to tha Dally
Cal Poly’a Robert Tabaraz (134 Iba.) takas Fresno State’s John 
Pierro to the mat during last weekend’s Pac 10 championships in 
Bakersfield. Tabsrez and Terry Watts (150 lbs.) both qualified for the 
NCAA Championships to be held in College Park. MD. The team as 
a whole placed eighth at the Pac 10 championships.
Softball team beaten 
by Humboldt State
Poly hurt by lack o f offensive spark
By Kim Jarrard
Staff Writar
Chants of "score to win" and 
“ win that battle” by players of 
Cal Poly’s softball team unfor­
tunately did not keep Humboldt 
State from winning Monday’s 
game 2-0.
"Humboldt State is a good 
team," said coach Lisa Boyer. 
The Mustangs had one bad inn­
ing defensively, she said, and of­
fensively “ we just weren’t able to 
come through when we needed 
to.
In the third inning. Cal Poly 
came close to scoring, but its 
player got caught in a rundown 
between third and home.
Humboldt’s pitcher, Torrie 
Cababa, didn’t make it easier for 
Cal Poly with her tough style.
Cal Poly was able to hold off 
Humboldt until the fourth inn­
ing. The Lumberjacks • led off 
with back to back singles, 
followed by an error on Cal Po­
ly’s centerfielder, which allowed 
the two runs to cross.
Laura Fawcett was the losing 
pitcher, allowing 11 hits, seven of 
which came in the fourth inning. 
Fawcett struck out five and 
walked one.
"It was a good, hard-fought 
game," said Mustang Penny 
Parker.
Parker added that Humboldt 
was a decent team, but Cal Poly 
played competitively against 
them.
The team did well, Parker said, 
but needed to be more aggressive 
at the plate. "We have a great 
defense," she said, "we just have 
to follow up with the bat."
Cal Poly beat Chapman College 
last week in a double-header, 6-1 
in the First game and 2-1 in the 
second.
In their games against CSU 
Bakersfield earlier this week. Cal 
Poly lost the first game 2-1 in ten 
innings and the second 4-0 in 
seven.
"Bakersfield won the NCAA 
Division (II) championship last 
year," Parker said, "but they 
weren’t as strong this year."
Hundreds mourn Gathers at funeral
LIMIT TWO PER COUPON. I Mutt B. 100% Sttirfl.d of I May Rtturn My PurchaM wKhIn 60 Day# of Reci«p( for • Full Rafuruf. 
Mr/Ms/Mrs/AMss___________________________  - -------------------------
Address____________________________________ ____ ___  ___ ___ _____ ___ _______
«  ______________________ ____  State_______ Zip____________
Allow up to 4-6 Weak. For SNpmefit
MARKET TEST MARKET TEST MARKET TEST MARKET TEST MARK^
PHILADELPHIA (AP> — 
More than 1,200 people paid last 
respects Monday to Hank 
Gathers, the Loyola Marymount 
basketball star who collapsed 
and died nine days ago after 
making a slam dunk.
"Hank fell doing what he loved 
to do, what he did best," said 
Rep. William Gray, a clergyman 
who represents the north 
Philadelphia neighborhood where
the Gathers family lives.
"If you have to go, there is no 
better way to go than doing what 
you do best. Now he’s in God’s 
hall of fame."
It was one of many eulogies 
during the 2'/i-hour service at 
Emmanuel Institutional Baptist 
Church. Gathers’ college coach, 
teammates, friends and brother 
all spoke of his passion for 
basketball and life.
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Sown after applying under biology. Harter also 
palked about other runners who had been rejected 
ifter applying to Cal Poly. One was turned down 
the Physical Education department, and 
another couldn’t get into the School of Business. 
[Both had GPAs above 3.75 and SAT scores of 
or more. But Harter can get all three into 
tschool here because of 10 admissions spots he 
Igets a year from the athletic department.
I “ I think for a sport like cross country,” McNeil 
^Jsaid, “most athletes would come here and think, 
l ‘The hills are wonderful, the air is clean and this 
fis my place to (train).’ ”
Clean air was just one of three reasons Gartner 
[gave for soccer players wanting to come to Cal 
[Poly — the other two are the high academic 
standards and the quality of the soccer team. 
‘Players come here for the environment and fresh 
air. I wouldn’t dare imagine what it’s like train­
ing in Pomona (in the smog). I don’t know how 
they train down there.”
Economics
But do Cal Poly’s high academic standards 
reflect the quality of athletes the university is 
able to admit?
McNeil said she believes bigger schools such as 
Michigan and UCLA have a decided advantage 
over Cal Poly because of their huge athletic 
budgets. Michigan has an annual athletic budget 
of approximately $20 million for its 19-sport, 
350-athlete program. That averages out to about 
$57,000 per athlete. ‘‘They have tutoring 
systems, study halls and lots of academic ad­
visers,” McNeil said. ‘‘And all we do, in Dr. 
Walker’s terms, is show them where the library is 
andsay‘Study now.’ ”
On the other hand. Cal Poly has 17 sports, more 
than any school in the CCAA or the Western 
Football Conference. Playing those sports are 
close to 500 athletes, more than the number of 
athletes at Michigan, because McNeil said Cal 
Poly looks to walk-ons for many of its partici­
pants. But the most shocking fact is the total 
athletic budget. At less than $1.5 million, an 
athlete gets an average of less than $3,000 — 19 
times less than University of Michigan athletes.
McNeil said Cal Poly’s athletic budget is far 
from sufficient. Many athletes, she said, deal with 
hardships not associated with schoolwork or their 
respective sports. ‘‘We have athletes sleeping on 
floors of parents’ and friends’ homes,” she said. 
There are also teams who have to travel Friday to 
play hard-fought games and matches Friday 
night, McNeil said.
The soccer team is one such sport, and it some­
times travels to the Los Angeles area during 
midweek to play. The team will sometimes stay 
the night down south before returning to San 
Luis Obispo, mostly before fall quarter begins. 
Once classes begin, however, the team will in­
variably travel back the same night. But Gartner 
said that his team’s $12,000 annual budget is 
sufficient and the team’s return the same night is 
“ not necessarily an economic factor; it’s an aca­
demic factor. I ask my players what they want to 
do. For a Wednesday game, they’re going to miss 
Wednesday class. I’ll ask them, ‘Do you want to 
come home Wednesday night, or Thursday and 
miss Thursday classes too?’ They’ll (want to) 
come back that night.”
The budgets for other sports, however, are in­
sufficient. Harter’s track team got $10,I(X) in 
1979. ‘‘Now it’s 1990 and his budget is $10,100,” 
McNeil said. ‘‘And it was short then (in 1979). 
We’re in a no-win situation.”
Harter agreed and said the budget is a situa­
tion that is just getting worse. He said the infla­
tionary factor since he arrived in 1979 has gone 
up 57 percent, ‘‘so I’m working with about half 
the money (I was 10 years ago).” He added that 
his women’s cross country team receives only 
$1,800 a year.
Although budgets may be severely lacking in 
some sports, athletes still want to come to San 
Luis Obispo to play their sports while getting an 
education. But why is the town so attractive to 
prospective Division II athletes who have little 
chance of progressing at their specialties?
“ I think athletes’ parents are a big influence for 
their kids coming to San Luis Obispo,” McNeil 
said. “ This is also a place that looks safe and 
secure, and a lot of the big-city kids want to get 
out of their big-city environments.”
Gartner agrees. He said San Luis Obispo is a 
fantastic location which gives the soccer team an 
edge other teams don’t have. If a Lo Angeles 
team wants to play in the Bay Area, it has a long 
way to go; we’re in either place in half the time, 
he said.
But Williams said at first he didn’t like the San 
Luis Obispo area. ‘‘The nearest major city was 
four hours away. It’s not what I pictured college
Analysis
In writing this articie, I learned a lot about 
the myths o f the student-athlete at Cal Po­
ly. Rumors that they are pampered and 
baUed through Cal Poly are unfounded and 
unsupported. Most are hard-working, 
goaI«<^riented men and women who are here 
to earn degrees.
Let’s face it. How many athletes willingly 
want to come to a Division II school with 
little or no chance o f  turning pro after they 
end their c o U ^  careers? More and more, 
athletes come to Cal Poly to get a good 
education and also to play a sport. And 
because the funding for all sports is lacking, 
the athletic department is considering 
dropping at least one sport.
’If the athletic diepartment needs more 
money, why doesn't it b<^n charging ad­
mission fees to students for sports other 
than football. It may not bring in a lot more 
In revenues; but isn’t something better than 
nothing?
■—  Adrian Hodgson
to be like.” And when he began classes, he got a 
taste of culture shock. ‘‘I’d never been the only 
black in a class before. 1 was shocked,”  he said. 
But football helped him out, he continued, 
because some of his teammates were black and he 
was able to make friends easier with them than he 
would if he hadn’t played football.
McNeil said the ethnic mix at Cal Poly is not 
what many, including the athletic department, 
would like it to be. ‘‘We’d like to bring in minori­
ty athletes, but in many cases they don’t have 
the academic preparation that’s needed to get in 
here.”
Gartner said soccer crosses all ethnic and racial 
barriers because it is played in almost every 
country in the world. ‘‘We’ll have more of an 
ethnic mix this year than ever before,” Gartner 
said. He said in addition to Hispanics and blacks, 
two Vietnamese players will join the team in the 
fall.
Academic regulation
Williams, like many other athletes, has worries 
off the playing field and in the classroom. After 
he had difficulty with his grades during his 
freshman year, Williams turned things around 
and now has a 2.7 GPA. He estimates he has 12 
or 13 classes to take before he graduates about a 
year from now.
Many schools, including Fresno State Univer­
sity, have full-time academic advisers who have 
athletes’ class schedules and their GPAs in front 
of them in order that they can monitor and catch 
an athlete before his grades fall. This prevents 
situations like Williams’ first quarter grade drop. 
McNeil summed it up when she said, “ Most of 
the time we see it (poor grades) after the fact.” 
The University of Miami Athletic Department 
goes so far as to hire students to monitor athletes 
and report on their class attendance.
Williams said going to class is a requirement 
for the football team. Some players take classes 
together, so when the team goes on road trips, a 
player who stays behind will go to class and pass 
the notes on to his teammates.
Gartner said he never has to worry about which 
of his players is going to be eligible next year 
because he knows they can take care of their 
grades. ‘‘I don’t put pressure on them,” he said. 
“ They can at any time take off from practice or 
an event that the team has scheduled — for aca­
demic reasons. If they don’t do well (in the 
classroom) they are no good to me. That’s the 
bottom line.”
The bottom line is money
So what does Cal Poly need to do in order to 
improve the athletic program as a whole — at­
tract better athletes and keep their heads above 
the ever-rising waters of classroom competition?
The bottom line is money. Money the universi­
ty and the athletic department does not have.
McNeil would like to see Cal Poly hire academic 
support assistants. Then, she said, the university 
could be more demographically representative of 
California’s population. ‘‘1 think we could attract 
so many more athletes if we could assure parents 
and athletes that once they get here, they’ie not 
going to be put out on a limb,” she added. “ I 
think then we could have a lot more success.” 
But hiring more staff members requires more
Sec INSIGHT, page 11
Pare to Compare
Does your Eye Doctor:
□  Have same day contact lens replacement
□  Stock soft and gas permeable lenses
□  Polish gas permeable lenses while you wait
□  Loan you a lens when ordering is necessary
□  Offer student discounts*
We Do!
Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo
David A. Schultz, O .D .
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
•15% discount with valid student I.D. now through April, 1990
778 Marsh Street, SLO 543-5200
Time is running outi
Beat the end of the quarter rush! 
Come to Mike’s for all of your 
copying needs!
3(t Copy Sale*
Thru March 31 
Sat. and Sun., only
"Some restrictions apply.
COPIES • DESKTOP PUBLISHING* PRINTING
17 D Chorro St., San Luis O bispo • 544-3625
I'iiu ' Deli Sandwiches • Hom em ade Salads  
^Cii'oet'ries • Garden I ’atio Seatim*
WE ^O W  HAVE HUD ON TAP!
1638 Osos St., San Luis Obispo
543-8684
f MMilqng Doily Coupon |
Buy 1 Regular Sandwich 
Get Small Salad & Medium Soda
1638 Osos St. 
San  Luis Obispo
543-8684 FREE!
Not valid with any other offer. exp. 3/23/90
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a whole lot better if they didn’t 
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Short
Takes
Student poetry 
contest scheduled
The Academy of American 
Poets has announced its annual 
poetry contest for students.
A $100 prize will be offered for 
the best poem or group of poems 
submitted to the Cal Poly 
English department. The judge 
for this year’s contest is Ai, the 
Arizona State University pro­
fessor who was on campus last 
October as part of the Cal Poly 
Arts and Humanities Lecture 
Series.
Poetry manuscripts should be 
subm itted to the English 
department office by 5 p.m. on 
Friday, Mar. 23. Students’ 
names and addresses should ap­
pear on each page of the manu­
script, and must be printed, 
along with a local telephone 
number, on the submission 
envelope.
For additional details, contact 
the contest coordinator. Dr. 
Angie Estes of the Cal Poly 
English department at 756-25%.
Ride-a-thon to aid 
ranch for disabled
People with physical and 
development disabilities will be 
the beneficiaries of ride-a-thon 
scheduled for Saturday, April 14.
The event wil begin at 9 a.m. 
and cover an eight-mile loop trail 
that will begin and end in the 
parking lot near the Horse Unit 
just north of the university’s 
main campus. The ride-a-thon is 
being sponsored by the Cal Poly 
Cutting and Reining Club.
The event is a fund raiser for 
the B.O.K. Ranch, a non-profit 
facility where disabled .persons, 
along with their families and 
friends, can grow, share, learn, 
and experience a ranch environ­
ment.
Poly club plans 
March floral show
A show of the latest fashion 
and floral designs for weddings 
will be presented on Sunday at 
March 18, in the atrium of the 
Embassy Suites Hotel.
Scheduled for 3 p.m., the event 
is being planned as part of a 
series of activities sponsored by 
the Cal Poly student chapter of 
the American Institute of Floral 
Designers. Admission will be $5.
We welcome submissions to 
Short Takes. Send them to 
GA 226, Cal Poly Universi­
ty, San Luis Obispo, 93407.
Arsonist torches bus' 
in Greyhound storage 
yard as strike continues
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — A 
Greyhound bus parked in the 
struck company’s Fresno storage 
yard was set on fire, police 
reported.
Someone entered the unlocked 
bus and used a road flare to torch 
the interior, officers added. 
Police described the damage as 
extensive but did not have a 
dollar loss.
The arsonist cut a three-foot 
hole in a chain link fence to get 
into the bus storage yard. Police 
said a security guard was on du­
ty but did not see the arsonist.
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From page 9
money.
Gartner wants Cal Poly to follow the lead of UC 
Santa Barbara, but with a less drastic approach. 
UCSB dropped its football program a few years 
back in favor of building up other sports. Now its 
men’s basketball and women’s volleyball teams 
are competitive at the national level. The 
Gauchos’ football program now has been re­
juvenated, but at the non-scholarship level. 
Gartner suggests making football a non-scholar­
ship sport like UCSB. “ We’re holding onto tradi­
tion,’’ he said. “ We’re too inflexible.’’ But the 
likelihood of football attendances staying at cur­
rent levels if that happens ts next to impossible.
And that means a drop in revenues.
Williams said the university needs complete 
corporate sponsorship and better training facili­
ties. “ We don’t have the facilities,’’ he said. “ The 
weight lifting facilities are ancient. We’re behind 
the times.’’ Williams also said once training areas 
improve, all programs will turn around for the 
better. But to replace or improve existing equip­
ment, the athletic department needs money.
Corporate sponsorship may provide the answer, 
but it’s a catch-22 situation. To get corporate 
sponsorship, the university needs a consistently 
outstanding team. And to get a consistently 
outstanding team, the university needs corporate 
sponsorship.
From page 1
hired workers and does not
substantially lower the risk to a 
building’s occupants.
“ If it’s in good shape and in a 
place where its not likely to get 
disturbed,’’ said Polio, “ you’re 
better off just leaving it there
and maintaining the covering on 
it.’’
The administration is also re­
quired to keep health records on
any employee that comes in con­
tact with asbestos for 30 years. 
This is due to the fact that pro-
blems stemming from exposure 
may not show up for many years.
More often, the administration 
has contracted with outside 
agencies to deal with the removal 
and test that asbestos fibers are 
not lingering in the air.
“ We’re taking responsible ac­
tion, I think, on the campus,’’ 
said Gerard, “ to remove those 
m ateria ls that do contain 
asbestos. It’s important that we 
make sure we do everything to 
create the safest possible en­
vironment.’’
Classified
*SAM MEETING*
SECRET SHAMROCK UNVEILING 
DON’T MISS OUT! ON THURSDAY! 
AG 220 11:00 AM
GOLDEN KEY mtg 5:30pm today UU 212 
get psyched 4 end-of-qtr bash Fri
Alaska Summer Field Studies!! 
study in Alaskas backcountry this 
summer! CAII Monte at 541-1846
M ustang  D aily 
C l a s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
S ^ N G  GRADS
order your personalized 
graduation announcements from 
Jostens at El Corral 
March 12-16 9-4pm
WIN $600
SHOPPING SPREE
Sponsored by Williams Bros.A 
Sigma Chi. Buy tickets In UU $1
WOW
So you want to be a WOW counselor
But you don1 know what it takes
COME TO WINTER WORKSHOP
Sat. March 17 2-4 Mustang Lounge
Downstairs UU Find out atout
the WOW counselor experience
It'll be fun!!!!________  _______________
WOW DAY
Thurs MARCH 15 10-2 UU Plaza 
Come find out what WOW'S about 
Past counselors strut your stuff 
& wear your WOW shirts LIVE BAND
AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD 1 or 2 sem
Apply now for Summer or Fall 1990 
Internships available.For info on 
the BEST Semester Abroad Program 
m the Wbrtd Call 1 -600-245-2575_________
HAPPY BIRTHDAY VIVIAN Gl
Love.from your roommates_____________ _
Oakley,Ftayban.Vuamet.Bucci.
Sundoud and lots more 10^  
off with your student O  card 
at the Sea Bam Ainla Beach
ZTA
SPRING RUSH
April 4-9
For more info; 544-9963
Garnet & Comics- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics in every Friday morning 
Garnet People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-6447
LOST DOG 
RED/WHITE HUSKIE 
PLEASE CALL KEITH 542-9106
LOST Gold ID bracelet
Please call Matt 543-4847____________
LOST HP 28S CALCULATOR 
PLEASE PLEASE CALL 543-6410
LOST; LONG-HAIRED WHITE CAT 
YELLOW EYES. RED COLUR W^AG 
NAME- DOVER, REW4RD OFFERED 
CALL 546-9905
LOGO DESIGN NEEDED
FOR COMMUNICATIONS FiRM 773-1615
SR. PROJECT OR ?
APPLE lIGS OR MAC WORK DONE IN 
A FLASH! IN LOS OSOS 528-5049
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING SENIOR 
PROJECTS, TERM PAPERS FROM $2PER 
double-spaced page MARCY 541-4214
CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV 
WP,SR PROJECTS,DISC 528-5830
Expert word processing & editing
papers & prefects. Becky,549-0254________
FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH + 
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
JUST YOUR TYPE. Word procetting.
Notary Public Delene 541-3626______
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
5 YRS EXP CALL KAREN 544-2692
^ O T Y P E  Call Patty 544-1783 
Senior Pro| & More-LÍaser Printer
R4R Word Procetting RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Ratos By Appt
REASONABLE RAETZ TYPING SERV. 
CALL NANCY AFT. 6PM 543-3774
NINE FT SOFA WHITE GOOD COND. 
$125 DELIVERED 544-8316
EARN UP TO S10/HOUR 
COPELAND SPORTS DISTRBUTION 
CENTER IS NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS FOR TEMPORARY 
POSTITION JOB DUTIES CONSIST 
OF LIFTING BOXES.WVENTORY AND 
PRICNG 4-MIDNIGHT M-F 
APPLY IN PERSON 181 SUBURBAN RD
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-559 230/yr 
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000 
Ext R-10081 for current federal
list _______________ __ .
NUTRITIONIST-The Natural Palate 
Nutritional Health Food Center 
& Deli in Baywood Park seeks 
piart-time help. Call 528-1234 or 
528-7812.
WORK STUDY Through Financial Aid 
Fun (Ob working w/people 
therapy aide r'all MEG 541-6751
PRE-SCHOOL COORDINATOR
WORK AS A PRE-SCHOOL DIRECTOR 
CD UNITS REQUIRED 20-30 HOURS 
PER WEEK PICK UP A JOB APPLICA­
TION AND DESCRIPTION AT 860 
PACIFIC, SLO 549-7300.______________
Summer management internship 
interviews now taking place.
Gain valuable experience manag­
ing a team of employees.customers 
and suppliers. Successful appli­
cants will undergo extensive 
training Average summer earnings 
range $6-10,000 call ‘student 
painters' for information 
1-800-426-6441______________________
WANTED-SUMMER-FALL-SPRING 
House/Yacht Sitters-You Must 
Be BONDABLE-Aopt ,541-4937 Ask 
For Jim-HOME SECURITY INTER'L
WORK WITH KIDS...
Pre-school and elementary aged 
children. Leaders are needed for 
Spring quarter. Apply now at 860 
Pacific Street, SLO 549-7300.
7'8" BILL BARNFIELD GUN-For the
big stuff.Very clean stick First
$250 takes it. John, 756-1143____________
COMPUTER WIZARDS-UNIQUE LAPTOP 
CASIO COMPUTER WITH PRINTER- 
USED ONCEMCALL FOR DETAILS 
$250 (PRIG. $595) 773-1615____________
FOR SALE 32 TAPES HOW TO BUILD 
A WINNING SELF-IMAGE AND PROS­
PERITY $195 00 NEW $325 00 PHONE 
239-2008
LOFT FOR SALE ORIG COST $120 
SALE PRICE $B;0 JILL X4554
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
Home Stereo CarStereo Home Video 
Over 40 of the best Name brands 
available Local Supplier.Warranty 
& Service Call Gregg 544-1221
1985 COOL RED ’ HONDA ELITE 80 
Very reliable $599obo 5458163 msg
79 White Chevy Monza V-6 
Good Cond $850 0 6 0  773-1466
1981 HONDA PASSPORT FOR SALE 
$400 OBO 541-1710 PERFECT SHAPE
65Chevy longbed pickup-new 283 V8 
w/5k mi-new ctutch-Goodrich Trail 
TA's-Cragan Al rims toolbox-much 
more Scott 756-4738 $2500 or best
HEY' tm rmt needed NOW' Share a 
room in a great house,$226 buys 
W 'D ,garage,yard,and an easy walk 
to Poly Call Anneolly 545-9563
NEWPORT BEACH
Graduating? Own room 2bd beach Ap 
male non-smoker avail 4/1 call 
Paul 714-261-5120
1 RMMT OWN RM IN LGNLK HOUSE 
CALL 549-8339 S225MO NO PETS
If  roommate to share needed.
Carhill condo-Foothill Blv 
call for into 5460664
2RmmtsNeededToShareOther Bed/Bath 
CedarCreek $275/mo-i-util.542-9474
3 Rooms Available
New Condo Complex w/ hottub/pool 
M or f rmmts. avibi Mar24 5429646
A room,rustic house mature,selfmo 
tivated $170mo call David 5440304
DAYS"OF OUR LIVES OR ALL MY 
CHILDREN? Help us break the tie 
Looking for a fun-loving hard­
working fmie to share rm sp qtr 
Trina 541-9375 for more info__________
F. Roommate needed to share rm. in 
fum. condo. $200/mo starting Ap/my 
Ws/Dry.Fireplace. Ve^ NicellCall 
Barbie 542-9465/SHIRLEY 541-9519
Female needed 4 apt Get OWN ROOM 
April-June 230/mo call 756-4797_______
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO 
SHARE LRG ROOM IN LAGUNA LAKE 
HOUSE SPR QTR CALL ANN 5498339
Female roomate to share room 
Spring Qtr 2 Blocks from Poly ask 
for Aimee.$215/mo. 549-9786_________
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
TO SHARE ROOM IN HOUSE 
ON MILL STCHEAP 543-1077
Hey! fm rmt. needed NOW! Share a 
room in a great house.$226 buys
w.garage, yard, and an easy walk
to Poly Call Anne oily 545-9563
HOUSEMATE NEEDED'!! OWN ROOM 
IN 3BDRM HOUSE.270A1/3UTOL/MTH 
280 DEPOSITNONSMOKER AVAIL. 
MARCH 24 542-0907__________________
MALE NEEDED BY 3-30-90 
$300/M0. OWN ROOM 
CALL 541-5567
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
To share 1 Bedroom Apt 
close to campus 
for more Info call 544-2470
MALE ROOMMATE NEEOED-SPG & SUM
QTR $275MO-own room.downtown
call 545-8956___________________________
MaleToShareRoomAtParkwoodViHage 
200mo(Neg)Pool/CvdPkng 543-7899
NEED STUDIOUS NONSMOKER FEM OWN 
RM W/BATH $300-t-UTL W/P 542-9749
^ E D  TO SUB-LEASE
male to share romm spring quarter
$210/mo $200 deposit
For Info, call Kns 542-9050________
ROOMATE WANTED TO SHARE ROOM:
W CEDAR CREEK: fum. clean, 5 min 
walk to Poly, pool, great rmmts. 
was $265 now only $230 a month 
CALL t 6 n Y 542-9072
ROOMATE NEEDED 
female.spr.qtr.,Cedar Crk Apts 
Plz call 541-3791
One female roommate needed to 
share room for Spring Qtr close 
to campus for $190 month. Call 
Laura or Sharon 546-9192
Own Mstr Bdrm in 2 Room Apt, for 
Sprng Otr $300, Must See.549-9053
I  KSKtl) WOM IF I WNS ^ 
GIFTED CHILD. ...SUE SNO 
J m  CERTMHL'I YKAJLDKT
PAIP FOR ME
Sim
íHÍ@fc|)
Own Room in nice 3bdr HouseAvInow 
Sinshelmer Park 325mo-Hjt 542-0377
Rmt needed.Own rm/bath$250/m -M/3
bills-I-depS 150.3/15/90 Indry,kitch
gar. Call 528-4510 John O’Neil ____
ROOM FOR RENT
5235/MO FOR OWN ROOM ON HATHWAY 
AVAIL 4/1 CALL MATT OR PAIGE 
544-7713
ROOM FOR RENT AVAILABLE NOW 
$225/MO GARAGE. CABLE pd. 
CLOSE TO POLY CALL 549-0328
ROOM FOR RENT!!!!
In Cedar Craek(clse to Poly)
2 people to Share room for $250/ea. 
pool,mic. wave,furnished 
CALL 541-5488 TODAY!!!!!
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 Bedrooms 2 Baths 
washer/dryer.fireplace.gardener, 
partially furnisheci $1225/month 
-t-dep M3-4734
AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS A HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for FREE 
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses 
Acondos in SLO. call STEVE NELSON 
543-8370 & Lv.messg.Farrel Smyth R/E
Business
Directory
FREE CHILI DOG
w/any soft drink purchase see 
Wienerschnitzel Coupons in the 
Mustang Daily
HUNGRY?!get your FOOD COURT great 
saving coupons March 1. Mustang 
Daily for Central Coast PlazalYum!
RJ's GIANT HAMBURGERS
Laguna Village Shopping 
Center
1366 Madonna Road 
Phone for To-Go Orders 
_________545-9238________
AUTO INSURANCE
Best Rates-AII Types 544-1371
UMOUSME SERVICE
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE 
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544
PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a 
marketing communications profes­
sional who can capitalize on your 
skills and get those interviews! 
773-1615
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19.95 Placemt Center Forms
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1.50 PER PAGE 773-5851
LINDA BLACK.MASTER THESIS IVpIat
/Editor 4 ESL Students. 544-1305
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Speaker addresses problem of world starvation
By Natalie Guerrero
staff Wrttar
A local advocate against world 
hunger issued a challenge to a 
Cal Poly club to help put an end 
to worldwide starvation.
Phyllis Davies, who has been 
outspoken against world hunger 
for the past 18 years, spoke and 
challenged Cal Poly’s Nutrition 
Club members to get involved in 
stopping world sta rv a tio n . 
Davies spoke during last week’s 
National Nutrition Month pres­
entations in the University 
Union.
“ You and I, with an awareness 
of nutrition and the role that it 
plays in solving one of the great
problems across our world can 
make the difference,’’ she said.
Davies, a 1966 Cal Poly agri­
cultural business graduate, said 
every day 240,000 children die 
because of starvation.
In order to put this grim 
statistic in perspective she 
shared a powerful analogy. She 
asked them to imagine a jumbo 
jetliner with a capacity of 240 
people. Fill the jet with relatives, 
friends and neighbors, then 
watch the plane crash after 
takeoff, a hundred times over. 
This is like the pain and agony 
people go through when they 
watch their children die of star­
vation.
“ Whenever I go to a Third 
World country and touch the life 
of a mother whose child died, 1 
can assure you that her pain is 
no greater than mine when my 
son died,’’ said Davies, referring 
to a plane crash that took the life 
of her son.
Famine and other hardships 
shown by the media are not the 
main factors of world hunger, she 
said. The problem, chronic per­
sistent hunger, is the inability 
for people to feed themselves. 
The problem stems from a com­
bination of overdependence on 
foreign relief aid and modern 
technology taking farming jobs 
away from the people.
COMPUTER SIDEWALK SALE
MARCH 14,15 
9 a m - 3 p m
$1495
•PRODUCTS
HP Vcctra
8MHZ S 1/4 Floppy 30 meg HD 
640K HP Monitor Monochrome 
^  Floppy Drive/640KA!^GA 
with Monochrome Monitor 
AT&T 6300
20meg HD S 1/4 Floppy 640K 
CRN Monochrome Monitor/Laserjet Plus SOO 
IBM Model PS/2 50
20 meg HD, Color Monitor 12''VGA 
HP Laseijet 500 Plus Printer 
ZENITH 159 XT:
S 1/4 Floppy, 20 Meg HD, 14"Amber Monitor 
•APPLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
SE/30 CPU ONLY: 1-1.4 Mb Disk Drives (FDHD) $2399 
68030 Processor, 1 Mb RAM, Only three units available
$895
$1995
$1795
$1445
SE 2 FLO PPY  D R IV ES, 2-800K Disk Drives 
IM A G E W R IT ER  LQ
Wide Carriage, Multiple paper feed options, 
^  27-pin letter dot matrix imaging
Color capability. Only three units available
80 SC INT DR (MAC II)
Apple 80SC HD EXT.
Apple 20 SC EXT.
APPLE TAPE BACKUP EXT 40 SC 
MAC 80 meg. INT. DRIVE 
LaserWriter (Laser Plus Upgrades)
Prodigy 2 meg 
Expansion Board
MC68020 SE Accelerator 
X  16.67 Math Co Processor
Optional PMMU
•EPSON PRINTER PRODUCTS 
EPSON EQUITY II XT 
FX 80/85 TRACTOR FEED UNIT 
LQ 800 TRACTOR UNIT 
LX 80 TRACTOR UNIT 
LQ 1000 TRACTOR UNITS 
LX 80/86 CUT SHEET FEEDER 
LASERWRITER (Laser plus upgrades) 
PRODIGY 2 meg 
EPSON EXIOOO PRINTER 
EPSON EX800 PRINTER 
AST 3G PLUS II 
EPSON EGA MONITOR 
EPSON CGA MONITOR 
HP FONT CARTRIDGES 
LASERJETS Font Cartridges X,Y,W,T,J,H 
•SOFTWARE
MAC TERMINAL SOFTWARE 
CRICKET PRESENTS 
HYPERCARD SOFTWARE 
SPEEDCARD 16MHZ (MAC)
$1295
$849
$795
$795
$545
$495
$795
$100
$995
$995
A n d  m any more item s to choose from!
$499
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$100
$995
$359
$329
$100
$375
$295
$40
$60
$49.95 
$195 
$29.95 
$429 
t
The relief agencies no doubt 
help the immediate need of 
drought-stricken areas but (the 
aid) also takes away motivation 
for farming, said Davies. Farm­
ing does not only help the pres­
ent situation but saves the 
future. In addition, modern 
technology, such as tractors, has 
changed traditional farming so 
drastically that work is limited, 
which causes economic hardships 
for most Third World countries, 
she added.
D avies p re se n te d  fo u r 
guidelines that people could use 
to make a difference in the world 
hunger crisis. People need to get 
a picture of the what world 
hunger is all about. This is done 
by researching the issue and 
studying the different aspects 
that surrounds world hunger.
“ One of the important (things) 
I acquired at Cal Poly was that if 
1 studied a half an hour a day on 
any subject within five years I 
would be one of the world’s ex­
perts on that subject,’’ said 
Davies.
The second step involves get­
ting others interested in solving 
world hunger. Choose a project 
and results will happen with the 
combined efforts of dedicated 
people, she said.
An example given was a non­
profit organization called World 
Neighbors, located in Oklahoma 
City, OK. World Neighbors was 
founded in 1951 by John L. 
Peters. “ It was founded because 
one man had a dream to help end 
the poverty in this world,’’ said 
Davies.
The organization works in 19 
different countries in Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America. 
World Neighbors is rooted in 
Judeo-Christian tradition of 
neighbor helping neighbor and is 
a non-sectarian, self-help move­
ment, supported by private 
donations.
Davies recommended that 
people look closely at Peters’ 
dream and seek out a dream that 
in terests them. “ 1 invite 
everyone to make that kind of 
decision, to make a difference in 
the world,’’ said Davies.
Fifteen die, 50 wounded in 
separate incidents between 
S. African blacks and police
JOHANNESBURG,  South 
Africa (AP) — Blacks fought 
wi th  pol ice  and  among  
themselves across South Africa, 
and IS people were killed, SO 
were wounded and hundreds ar­
rested, police said Tuesday.
Police listed S7 incidents on 
Monday and Tuesday, the 
largest number on the daily 
report since violence erupted last 
month in black areas across the 
country. More than 200 blacks 
have been killed since early Feb­
ruary, most of them in factional 
fighting.
In the southeastern province of 
Natal, the site of four years of 
fighting between rival groups, 
police said eight black men were 
stabbed, shot or burned to death 
in three separate attacks.
Elsewhere, four black men 
were killed in separate incidents 
when police fired birdshot to 
disperse stone-throwers in the 
Cape and Orange Free State 
provinces, the report added.
Also, two black men were 
fatally shot and another stabbed 
to death in townships outside 
Johannesburg, police said.
Most o f the injuries occurred in
Natal, while those arrested were 
picked up at demonstrations in 
and around Cape Town.
The unrest report also listed 
instances of arson and attacks 
against black police and their 
homes. Militant activists con­
sider black police collaborators 
with the white-run government 
and often target them for attack.
Apart from Natal, where about 
3,000 blacks have been killed 
since 1986, there was relatively 
little unrest prior to last month, 
when President F.W. de Klerk 
legalized more than 60 black op­
position groups and released 
black leader Nelson Mandela.
The recent fighting is seen as 
the most serious unrest since the 
mid-1980s.
Some of battles involve bitter 
political rivals, but elsewhere the 
conflict is between taxi groups 
battling for control of routes, 
young gangs with no political af­
filiations, and criminals taking 
advantage of the situation.
The government has said the 
violence jeopardizes efforts to 
open negotiations on a new con­
stitution that will include 
black-white power sharing.
A crylic Nails
New Set All Fills
S ^5 SlO
Nail Art Available Too!
544-2044
^  Coupon— — —
Marilyn Lucas
The Polished Nail
M \  iruroductory offer:
Tammy Taylor Sculptured Nail Sets 
for $25.00 (regular price $40.00)
U s - N A I L
1075 Court St., Suite 6 (above the Assembly Line) exp. 4/30/90
